Besides the fact that students who
graduate will then be part of the labour force, fee increases are just the
uniquely student flavor of austerity,
and to defeat these we must work with
others who face similar difficulties.

What, do tax-boycott campaigns and trade unions have
in common with students?

and that is to resist against all cuts,
education included, This requires
the mobilisation of Irish students and
teachers en masse, as a part of the
wider anti-austerity movement.

There is only one way to
stop this Government in their
tracks

Plans to increase fees to €3000 as
well as proposed cuts to the maintenance grant have been leaked.
Since the inception of the free fees
scheme, the “registration fee” has
increased significantly almost every
year

December’s Budget is threatening to be one of the worst
yet.

FREE
EDUCATION
FOR EVERYONE

1pm - Garden of Remembrance

See you on the 24th!

If you would like to get involved in
Free Education for Everyone, please
see free-education.info or contact
feeireland@gmail.com

So, despite the fact that TCDSU
council recently defeated a motion
calling for information about the
anti-austerity march to be provided
to students (unlike their counterparts in UCD and NUIM), we are
asking any students or staff who
believe in free education to get involved and join the education bloc
on November 24 th , as a first step
in building a cross-society movement against student fee increases and austerity measures.

Firstly, we should march alongside
them on 24th of November to stand
algonside others resisting cuts in
the education sector, and secondly
build a sense of solidarity between
trade and student unions and to
place student struggles within the
wider anti-austerity movement.

Why join the
Education Bloc
on November
24th?
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